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ABSTRACT
This investigation was undertaken with the purpose of developing 
a theoretical mathematical model to predict the retention of nutrients 
in foods packaged in retortable pouches and sterilized by thermal con­
duction, and to verify the validity of the model experimentally and 
statistically in a simulated food after its thermal processing.
The model was obtained by approximating the pouch to a rectangu­
lar parallelepiped in order to apply the heat conduction equation 
for the prediction of the temperature at any point of the container 
as a function of time. This equation was solved analytically in rec­
tangular coordinates for both the heating and cooling periods of ther­
mal processing. These equations were further included in the equation 
describing first order kinetics to obtain the quantity of nutrient re­
tained at any point of the container at any time of processing. This 
function was averaged for the complete volume of the pouch to obtain 
the average fraction of nutrient retained at all points inside the 
pouch. A computer program was developed with the purpose of solving 
this equation.
A set of experiments were conducted to determine the validity of 
the model. Four determinations were performed on a simulated food 
to obtain the fraction of vitamin retained after processing.
The model was effective in predicting the temperature at the cen­
ter of the container at the end of the heating period and, to a lesser 
extent, at the end of the cooling period.
The prediction of the fraction of nutrient retained at the end 
of processing compared favorably to the fraction obtained experimen-
vii
tally, and they were within the 90% confidence Intervals of the ex­
perimental fractions obtained in each determination.
viii
I. INTRODUCTION
The effect of the heat sterilization process for canned foods 
on the quality and nutrient retention of the food has been a major 
concern of fo< J processors since the beginning of the canning in­
dustry. This concern has constantly prompted studies into ways to 
reduce nutrient and quality destruction in the sterilization pro­
cess, and different means to predict these losses according to the 
conditions of processing.
The formulation of mathematical models for the prediction of 
the loss of nutrients has been tried in the past, utilizing differ­
ent approaches (Stumbo, 1953; Ball and Olson, 1957; Hayakawa, 1969; 
Teixeira et al., 1969; Jen et al., 1971; Teixeira, 1975).
Most recently, Barreiro et al. (1977) and Lenz and Lund (1977) 
presented theoretical models for the prediction of the loss of nu­
trients during thermal processing of foods. Lenz and Lund (1977) 
developed the lethality Fourier number method for calculating the 
center point sterilizing value of a thermal process applied to con­
duction-heating food by combining first-order destruction kinetics 
with the Arrhenius equation and dimensional!zing this equation.
Barreiro jat ail. (1977) developed their model by solving analy­
tically the heat conduction equation for a finite cylinder under 
non-stationary conditions.
In another study, Herrera (1978) applied a similar approach 
for the prediction of nutrient retention In foods heated by con­
duction in rectangular cans.
Teixeira (1975) used the model proposed by Teixeira (1969) to 
simulate the thermal processing of a canned food product in order to 
predict the effects on the level of thiamine produced by various sur­
face temperature policies of equal sterilizing value. He concluded 
that variations in container geometry which permit a more rapid heating 
of the product can be very effective in achieving a significant im­
provement in the nutritional value of thermally processed foods. These 
conclusions support the use of flexible packaging in thermal processing.
The use of retortable pouches is becoming very popular in the food 
industry due to their convenience and better preservability of the food 
qualities as a result of faster heat transfer due to the configuration 
of the package. However, there has been no mention in the literature 
of studies in which theoretical models are developec for the prediction 
of nutrient retention in foods heated by conduction in retortable 
pouches.
Therefore, the objectives of this investigation are:
1. To develop a theoretical mathematical model equation which can be 
used to predict the retention of nutrients in food packaged in 
retortable pouches and sterilized by thermal conduction.
2. To develop a computer program which will solve this mathematical 
model.
3. To verify the validity of the model experimentally and stastically 
in a simulated food packaged in a retortable pouch after its ther­
mal processing.
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Food Preservation by Thermal Processing
One of the most common methods used for the preservation of foods 
is their sterilization by the application of heat. Foods are ther­
mally processed with the purpose of inactivating microorganisms and 
their toxins which otherwise may cause disease to humans or render the 
food product unacceptable to the consumer.
In canned foods, the thermal process applied depends on many fac­
tors such as pH of the food, types and number of microorganisms present, 
and certain environmental factors which include concentration of inor­
ganic salts and the presence of certain elements such as starch, protein 
and fat.
Foods with pH values greater than 4.5 require relatively severe 
heat treatments, since this pH is the lower limit for the growth of 
Clostridium botulinum. All foods capable of sustaining the growth of 
this organism are processed on the assumption that the organism is 
present and must be destroyed.
Sterilization procedures for perishable foods incorporate two fun­
damental practices: hermetic sealing of the container and commercial
sterilization of the food by heat. For successful preservation, the 
thermal process accorded a food must provide for its treatment by a 
proper temperature for a period of time sufficient to produce a condi­
tion of commercial sterility. The hermetic character of the seal
imposed upon the container will prevent infection of the food by 
spoilage organisms to which the container may subsequently be ex­
posed. Liquid food products of an acid nature, such as the common 
fruit juices, may be thermally processed before the container is 
hermetically sealed. Most products, however, are processed after 
the can has been permanently closed.
The first method devised to estimate the sterilizing capacity of 
heat processes was described by Bigelow £t al. (1920) which, in the 
canning industry, is referred to as the "General Method". This meth­
od is now of historical interest only. The only advantage is that it 
may be applied even when the thermal death times at various temper­
atures and the heat penetration data are not given in mathematical 
form. However, the "General Method" is open to the serious objection 
that it can be applied only when the required processing conditions, 
such as retort temperature, initial temperature, and container size 
are identical with those of the given heat-penetration data (Olson and 
Stevens, 1939).
Realizing the need for a simple and flexible method for thermal- 
process calculation, Ball (1923, 1928) developed a formula method 
for process determination. These formulas can be applied to any case 
wherein the major portion of the heating curve on a semi-logarithmic 
paper approximates a straight line or two straight lines.
Schultz and Olson (1938, 1940) and Olson and Stevens (1939), des­
cribed methods which facilitate the calculation of thermal processes 
for certain types of non-acid canned foods. These methods were pro­
posed to be employed for any condition of can size, initial temperature
and retort temperature when the heat transfer within the can is 
known to be by conduction or convection and the rate of heating 
is known for some particular set of conditions. The above-mentioned 
methods of calculation are based upon simple heating curves, that is, 
time-temperature curves which, when plotted using logarithmic scale 
in degrees below retort temperature, are asymptotic to a straight 
line.
Certain microbiological considerations were presented by Stumbo 
(1948) with the purpose of demonstrating that, in process evaluation 
procedures, greater attention should be given to the kinetics of 
microorganism inactivation when subjected to moist heat transfer with­
in the food container during the process. This was followed by a num­
ber of graphical and mathematical procedures (Stumbo, 1949; Gillespy, 
1951; Stumbo, 1953; Gillespy, 1958; Herndon et al., 1958; Deidoerfer 
and Humphrey, 1959; Flambert and Deltour, 1972) for estimating the 
effectiveness of thermal processes in terms of their capacities to re­
duce the number of viable microorganisms in containers of food for 
which the heating characteristics were known.
Several microbiological studies relating the thermal processing 
of canned foods are well documented in the literature (Ball and Olson, 
1957, Herson and Hulland, 1969; Stumbo, 1973). There exist certain 
studies which take into consideration the mechanisms of heat transfer 
(Anon., 1967) and the kinetics for the destruction of microorganisms, 
nutrients, enzymes and coloring substances in foods (Manson et al., 
1970; Jen et al., 1971; Stumbo, 1973; Mulley et al., 1975).
Flexible Packaging of Heat Processed Food Products
There are numerous purposes for food packaging, among them the 
prevention of contamination and propagation by microorganisms is the 
most important function.
From the standpoint of preservability, canning has been playing 
an important role in the food industry.
Recently, numerous macromolecular materials have appeared, and 
some of them are attaining remarkable success in expanding markets 
in the container and packaging fields. After the appearance of the 
above-mentioned plastic packaging materials, efforts have been made 
to apply the basic principles of canning, as outlined above, to foods 
packed in plastic in order to impart to them the same prolonged pre­
servability and sanitary safety as those processed by canning and 
bottling procedures.
Retort pouches are food packaging containers developed in the 
United States in accordance with military requirements. They were de­
veloped by Continental Can Corporation with the purpose of packing 
foods for the space program. The information accumulated by Continen­
tal was utilized by Toyo Seikan Company, Japan (Komatsu, 1974) and, in 
1968, the RP-F pouch was developed.
The retort pouches are classified in terms of their performance 
properties in two main categories: those which use aluminum foil and
those which do not use aluminum foil (Rees, 1974). Since the former 
category uses aluminum foil, the food contents have an outstanding 
preservability on account of the complete interception of oxygen and 
light rays. The latter type is transparent and has the advantage that
the foodstuffs contained inside are clearly visible (Woollen, 1972).
The retort pouch (RP-F), which is called "can in pouch form," 
is composed of three layers: a polyester film, aluminum foil, and
polyolefin system film. Each of the layers are firmly bonded to­
gether by means of a heat-resistant bonding agent.
The advantages and characteristic features of RP-F are described 
by Komatsu (1974), Gould et jal. (1962), Anon. (1969), Anon. (1972), 
and Thorne (1976), as follows: 1) heat sterilization by means of steam 
at a temperature of 250°F is possible; 2) the heat transfer with re­
spect to the food contents is faster than in the case of cans with an 
identical volume; 3) gases such as air and oxygen, as well as light rays 
and moisture, can be shut out completely; 4) all of the component mat­
erials which are used, in particular the polyolefin system film on the 
inside surface, are safe from the standpoint of food sanitation; 5) they 
have good heat and hermetic sealing properties; 6) they are convenient 
to carry about and have abundant "instant properties." For example, 
they can be heated easily in hot water in the package, and the seal 
can be opened easily.
Sterilization of Foods Packaged in Retort Pouches
In canning sterilization, various theories have been proposed in 
the past on the basis of the extermination ratio by heating of spoilage- 
causing bacteria and the heating curves for cans, relating temperature 
and time (Ball, 1928; Olson, 1942).
However, some of these theories cannot be conveniently applied 
in unmodified form to retort foodstuffs which, unlike canned foods, 
have an indefinite shape. Nevertheless, it has been established by
8Yamaguchi et al. (1971) that the "General Method," used to calculate 
the bacteriological conditions of cans In which there Is an irregular 
heat transfer is fully applicable to retort pouches as well since, 
in calculating the sterilizing condition, it takes into account 
sterilization at the last point reached by the heat (Yamaguchi, 1974).
Heat Transfer Characteristics of Foods Packaged in Cans and Retortable 
Pouches
There are three ways in which heat is propagated: convection,
conduction, and radiation. Convection heating means bodily transfer 
of heat substances. Conduction heating means heat is transferred by 
molecular activity from one substance to another. Radiation heating 
is a transfer of heat energy by electromagnetic radiation between two 
points (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959; Desrosier, 1970). Heat transfer by 
convection must be accompanied by some conduction heating. Conduction 
heating is very slow compared to the usual cases of convection heating.
The second law of thermodynamics states that heat energy flows on­
ly in one direction, from hot to cold bodies. The difference between 
a hot and a cold body is a matter of energy. If a hot and cold body 
are allowed to come to equilibrium, the hot body will cool and the cold 
body will warm.
Jackson (1940), after conducting experiments with different canned 
foods, established two general types of heat-transfer mechanisms, con­
duction and convection, and combinations of the two. He also showed 
evidence that weak gel structures stop convection currents.
Desrosier (1970) divides the mechanism of heat transfer in canned 
foods into several definite classes. The heat is transferred by con-
duction from the steam to the recipient, and from the recipient to the 
contents. The contents will either heat by developing convection cur­
rents or heat by conduction. In some instances, food will heat first 
by one method and then by another. The type of heat transfer mech­
anism depends on the characteristics of the food which is processed.
Many foods which heat by conduction exhibit simple heating curves, 
for example, cream-style corn, pumpkin, potted meats, thick soups, 
and tomato juices of heavy consistency. Other foods, such as dilute 
broths, thin fruit juices, brine-packed peas, syrup-packed fruits, 
and evaporated milk, heat mainly by convection currents, but also 
exhibit simple heating curves. However, a third group of foods, in­
cluding the thicker soups, brine-packed, whole-grained corn, certain 
tomato juices, and a number of specially formulated products exhibit the 
so-called broken heating curve. Such curves, when properly plotted, 
are asymptotic to one straight line, then show a distinct change in 
heating rate and become asymptotic to a second straight line (Jackson 
and Olson, 1940).
Jackson and Olson (1940) conducted studies on the heating rates 
and the mechanisms of heat transfer in tin cans using bentonite sus­
pensions of various concentrations. The only variation in processing 
procedure that was found to have a significant effect on the form of 
the broken heating curve was variation in retort temperatures from one 
process to another. The time at which the break occurs was found to 
vary inversely with retort temperature. The effects of variations in 
pressure within the container and initial temperature with the range 
studied were insignificant. The heating rates, f^, and the time of
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break varied with the can size, but the temperature at which the break 
occurs and the lag factor, j, did not vary significantly with the can 
size.
The heat transfer in rectangular solids has been discussed by 
several authors. Jakob (1962) and MacCabe and Smith (1967) proposed 
temperature curves for a cylinder and a slab of infinite lengths from 
which graphical solutions may be obtained and applied to cylindrical 
and rectangular containers. Leonhardt (1976, 1976-a) utilized the heat 
transfer in rectangular solids equation (Carslow and Jaeger, 1959;
Kreith, 1973) in order to develop a way to estimate the average tem­
perature of foods heated by conduction in rectangular containers during 
thermal processing.
The application of geometry analysis of anomalous shapes to 
problems in transient heat transfer was studied by Smith et al. (1967), 
and the specific case of thermal processes for conduction heating foods 
in pear-shaped containers has been investigated by Manson et al. (1974),
The derivation of the differential equation of heat transfer by 
conduction has been well documented in the literature for different 
initial and boundary conditions by Carslow and Jaeger (1959), Jakob 
(1962), McAdams (1954) and Kreith (1973). This equation has been ap­
plied to foods packed and heated by conduction in rectangular cans by 
Herrera (1978).
Yamano et al. (1969) studied the sterilization of foods in flexible 
packages and found that the heat transfer rate of packaged foods in flex­
ible bags was three times higher than that of parallel canned foods.
This experiment confirmed the observations realized by Yamano et al. 
(1969) who compared the heat transfer rate of flexible packed foods with
that of canned ones during high temperature short time sterilization.
The same fact is mentioned by Yamaguchi (1974) who reports that 
the f^ value for the retort pouches is one half to one third that of 
the cans, indicating that the time required for heating and cooling 
is only one half to one third that required for cans. Thus, the ex­
tent of quality deterioration caused by heating will be far smaller in 
retort pouches than in regular cans.
Yamaguchi (1974) conducted experiments in which 2% bentonite and 
30% bentonite were selected as mock foodstuffs and their heat transfer 
curves obtained, assuming that the bacteria to be sterilized is 
Clostridium botulinum. When the 2% bentonite was heated at 239°F, the 
sterilization could be concluded in 28 minutes after the commencement 
of heating, or after 14 minutes at 248°F. If 30% bentonite is used, 
the sterilization is completed in 32 minutes at 239°F or 19 minutes at 
248°F.
Yamaguchi (1974) also carried out experiments in which glycine and 
glucose were added to buffer solutions (pH 7.0) of 2% bentonite and 
30% bentonite so that there would be a 1/20 mole concentration. It 
was clear from the results that, in the 2% bentonite, the heat transfer 
was by convection, while in the 30% bentonite it was by conduction.
The better the heat transfer characteristics are, the shorter the
necessary sterilizing time will be. Consequently, the elements leading
to larger values of f, will become factors influencing the food
n
quality (Kanemichi et al., 1970).
Terajima (1975) studied the overall heat transfer coefficient 
from the heating medium (steam and water) to the pouch. The overall
heat transfer coefficient from the heating medium to the pouch con­
taining liquid products like curry sauce is governed mainly by the 
heat transfer coefficient from the inner surface of the pouch to the 
contents. The heat transfer coefficient of still steam, taken for 
the surface of the pouch, is greater than that of still water and 
almost equal to that of water at velocities of about 4.9 ft/s.
Thermal Processing of Retortable Pouches
Rees (1973) outlined two basic methods of processing retortable 
pouches. The first uses water with superimposed air pressure, and the 
second uses a homogeneous steam/air mixture providing its own over­
pressure. The water with the superimposed air pressure method has 
been employed for the processing of the products in glass jars. Cir­
culation of the water during processing is therefore essential, the 
circulation being either by natural or forced convection. The most 
common form of processing is to use pre-heated water supplied under 
pressure at retort temperature from a pressurized header tank or, 
alternatively, at atmospheric pressure and hence not above 212°F, 
when the come-up time for the process will again be longer. At the 
end of the process the water may be drained from the retort prior 
to the introduction of the final cooling water and recycled for sub­
sequent use.
According to Masuo (1974) it is simpler and more accurate to use 
steam rather than hot water in order to adjust the pressure fluctua­
tions during retort operations. From the viewpoint of heat transfer, 
steam is faster, since it takes longer to heat water to the desired 
sterilization temperature.
Pressure sterilization by means of air must be performed in order 
to prevent rises in the pressure inside the retort pouch caused by 
some temperature changes during retort sterilization. If the degree 
of pressurization in this case is small, pouch breakage will sometimes 
occur even at a slight fluctuation in the pressure (Conley, 1975). On 
the other hand, if excessive air is admitted into the retort in order 
to raise the degree of pressurization, the heat transfer to the con­
tents may deteriorate (Masuo, 1974).
Yamano and Komatsu (1969) investigated the sterilization of foods 
packed in flexible films, employing a pilot-plant retort designed 
so as to inject superheated steam premixed with compressed air. No 
significant deviation of temperature was found in the retort of which 
air pressure was kept within 30% of the total pressure. Yamano et al. 
(1969) observed that no significant difference of temperature distri­
bution in the retort was observed between 221°F and 248°F of proces­
sing temperature. They also observed that the horizontal rack system 
has almost the same effect on heat penetration into packages con­
taining 40% bentonite-60% water as the vertical system.
Heat Penetration Characteristics of Thermally Processed Foods
The measurement of the temperatures at the slowest heating point 
in a container of food as it is being processed is known as heat pen­
etration testing. While thermometers can be used to follow certain 
heating characteristics of foods, the most satisfactory method invol­
ves the use of thermocouples. A commonly used thermocouple system 
is composed of copper-constantan wire and a recording potentiometer.
Heat penetration studies are carried out with the purpose of de­
termining the changes of temperature of the product throughout the 
sterilization process.
Since all points within a container being heated are not at the 
same temperature, it is necessary to determine the zone of slowest 
heating which is called the cold point of the container (Desrosier,
1970; Alstrand and Ecklund, 1952).
Alstrand and Ecklund (1952) determined that the cold point is 
located at the geometric center of the product if the food product 
is heated by conduction. Consequently, the heat penetration studies 
are usually conducted at this particular point.
Heat penetration testing for retortable pouches may be designed 
with the same procedures used for foods packaged in metal or glass 
containers. Pflug at al. (1963) outlines the most common methods 
of inserting and locating thermocouples in flexible packages and 
arrangement of the pouches for processing.
Kinetics of Nutrient Degradation by Heat
Certain bacteriological considerations were presented by Stumbo 
(1948) with the purpose of determining that, in process evaluation 
procedures, greater attention should be given to the kinetics of 
microorganism inactivation when subjected to moist heat and to the 
mechanism of heat transfer within the food container during processing. 
This was followed by a number of graphical and mathematical procedures 
(Stumbo, 1949; Gillespy, 1953; Stumbo, 1953) for estimating the ef­
fectiveness of thermal processes in terms of their capacities to reduce
the number of viable microorganisms in containers of food for which 
the heating characteristics were known. It was recognized at the time 
these procedures were developed that, though applicable for the es­
timation of microbial destruction, they were not applicable for esti­
mating vitamin, color and enzyme degradation even though it was well 
established by that time that these compounds degrade in accordance 
with first order kinetics.
Beadle et al. (1943), Booth (1943) and Farrer (1941) presented 
methods relating the effects of pH and several buffer solutions on 
the thermal destruction of thiamine, determining that the reaction 
follows first order kinetics. Clifcorn (1943) made the observation 
from studies conducted on pork meat that the thermal degradation 
of thiamine at temperatures of 210° to 250°F are explained by reac­
tions of first order.
Ball and Olson (1957), Teixeira et al. (1969) and Hayakawa (1969) 
studied different methods related to the degradation of vitamins in 
canned foods during thermal processing.
The rate of destruction of thiamine in aqueous solutions, phos­
phate buffered solutions and selected low acid foods was studied over 
the temperature range of 228° to 300°F by Feliciotti and Esselen (1957). 
The reaction involved in the thermal cleavage of the thiamine molecule 
was found to be of the first order type through the entire temperature 
range studied.
Feliciotti and Esselen (1957) also established that the rate of 
thiamine destruction in phosphate buffered solutions in the pH range 
of 4.5 to 7.0 increased with increasing pH. The most pronounced change
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occurs at the pH’s between 6.0 and 6.5. Thiamine In foods Is more 
resistant to thermal breakdown than Is the pure vitamin In aqueous 
or buffered solutions.
The same authors derived DQ and Z0 for thiamine destruction 
which are used afterwards In other studies in which mathematical mod­
els were proposed (Teixeira et: al., 1975; Jen et alM  1971).
Various groups of workers who have studied the effect of tem­
perature on the destruction of thiamine have determined that the ther­
mal destruction of thiamine satisfied the Arrhenius equation (Mulley 
et al., 1975):
log k = (-Ea/2.303Hg)Ta + C (1)
in which k is the reaction rate constant, Ta the absolute temperature,
Rg the gas constant, Ea, which is often defined as the energy of acti­
vation, a quantity characteristic of the reaction, and C a constant of 
integration. Conformity with this equation is shown graphically by 
the linearity of the curve when log k is plotted against the reciprocal 
of the absolute temperature. From the slopes of the curves, Mulley et al. 
(1975) calculated the value of Ea for the thermal breakdown of thiamine 
in a phosphate buffer solution (pH 6.0), pea puree, beef puree, and peas 
in brine puree.
In another study, Mulley et al. (1975), showed the rate of destruc­
tion curves at 265°F for thiamine hydrochloride, carboxylase and mixtures 
of the two in phosphate buffer at pH 4.5, 5.0, 6.0 and 6.5. They obser­
ved first order rate of reaction at every pH for both thiamine hydrochloride 
and co-carboxylase as well as for mixtures of the two.
Barreiro et al. (1977) corrected the values obtained by Mulley 
et al. (1975) corresponding to the kinetic constants of the reaction 
describing the destruction of thiamine in a phosphate buffer solution 
at pH 6.0. The new values found were: D0 = 157.2 min. and ZQ = 45°F.
In other studies conducted directly on foods, Bendix et al. (1951) 
found deviations from a first order reaction for the thermal destruc­
tion of thiamine. Mulley et al. (1975) suggested that this may be due 
to irregularities in the use of the equipment which was not working 
under ideal conditions.
Feliciotti (1957) found that thiamine in foods is more resistant 
to thermal breakdown than is the pure vitamin in aqueous or buffered 
solutions. He suggested that the thermal destruction of thiamine in 
foods may be dependent on the interrelationship of pH and the relative 
proportions of the free and combined forms of the vitamin.
The effects of pH and heat, hydrogen sulfide, elemental sulfur, 
4-methyl-5-(B-hydroxyethyl) thiazole, and numerous minor products on 
the thiamine molecule are reviewed by Dwivedi and Arnold (1973).
They concluded that the extent of thermal degradation and the nature 
of the products formed appear to be determined by the predominating 
reaction mechanisms which are controlled by pH. The importance of 
pH, temperature, and time of processing or storage in the degradation 
of thiamine and other vitamins is discussed by DeRitter (1976). This 
discussion is extended to oxygen, oxidizing agents, UV, gamma radiation 
and the thiaminases present in vegetable and animal products.
First order kinetics type of degradation has been demonstrated for 
the destruction of methylmethionine by Williams and Nelson (1974) and
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for pantothenic acid by Hamn and Lund (1978). Lee et al. (1977) 
found that ascorbic acid destruction under anaerobic conditions 
follows first order kinetics. The degradation of nutrients by 
first order kinetics has been demonstrated to be applicable to many 
nutrients, colors, enzymes, and other compounds by Harris and Karmas 
(1975).
Thermal Diffusivity
Olson and Jackson (1942) proposed several equations for the de­
termination of thermal diffusivity from experimental heating curves 
according to the geometry of the object. The equation for a rectan­
gular object (brick) is the following:
= 0.933/(l/a2 = 1/b2 + l/c2)fh (2)
The thermal diffusivity has the same role in temperature flow as
thermal conductivity has in heat flow, its values can be calculated from 
the thermal heat curves and is used for the theoretical calcuations 
of heat transfer in foods.
The thermal diffusivity corresponding to a mixture of 6.0% corn 
starch and 1.75% carboximethylcellulose was calculated by Herrera 
(1975) from heat penetration curves in cylindrical cans. The value ob­
tained was 0.01576 in2/min.
Theoretical Models for the Prediction of Nutrient Retention During 
Thermal Processing of Foods
The effect of the heat sterilization process for canned foods on
the quality and nutrient retention of the food has been a major concern
of food processors since the beginning of the canning industry. This
concern has constantly prompted study into ways to reduce quality 
destruction in the sterilization process and different ways to pre­
dict these losses according to the conditions of processing.
Since, Stumbo (1948) presented certain bacteriological consid­
erations for the purpose of demonstrating that, in process evaluation 
procedures, greater attention should be given to the kinetics of 
microorganism inactivation when subjected to moist heat and to the 
mechanism of heat transfer within the food container during process, 
a number of graphical and mathematical procedures have been proposed 
(Stumbo, 1949; Gillespy, 1953 and Stumbo, 1953). These procedures 
have been established mainly for estimating the effectiveness of ther­
mal processes in terms of their capacities to reduce the number of 
viable microorganisms in containers of food for which the heating 
characteristics were known.
These procedures were developed for the estimation of microbial 
destruction and not for estimating vitamin, color and enzyme degrada­
tion even though many of these food constituents, and perhaps all, 
degrade in accordance with first order kinetics.
Ball and Olson (1957), Teixeira et al. (1969) and Hayakawa 
(1969) presented methods for estimating nutrient degradation in 
canned foods during thermal processing.
The models developed by Stumbo (1953) and Ball and Olson (1957) 
were based in mass average sterilizing value (Fs). The model proposed 
by Stumbo (1953) may be used only for small values of D0 and ZQ, and 
the results are only approximations to the values obtained experimen­
tally. The method of Ball and Olson (1957) requires major computational
effort. Beyond this, because of the finite layer procedure used in 
integrating lethal effects, and because of inadequate accounting for 
cooling curve lags, high accuracy in estimations would not be expected.
Hayakawa (1969) developed a formula for calculating the mass 
average sterilizing value (Fg) by using all nonnegligible terms in 
the formula for heat conduction in canned foods during heat proces­
sing. From the derived formula, tables of numerical values for a 
dimensionless group containing Fs were obtained. This model also 
requires experimental heat penetration data in order to obtain the 
values of fj, and j which are necessary for the calculation of one of 
the dimensionless groups. The dimensionless group method, though it 
may give acceptable accuracy in estimations, requires major computa­
tional effort for calculating and interpolating values for five dimen­
sionless groups.
Different models for estimating the central and transient tem­
peratures of canned foods during heat processing have been discussed 
in the literature by Hayakawa and Ball (1968), Hayakawa (1969), Haya­
kawa and Ball (1969), Hayakawa (1970), Hayakawa (1971), Hayakawa (1972), 
Hayakawa (1974), Hayakawa and Timbers (1976).
A completely theoretical model was proposed by Teixeira ^  al. 
(1969) who developed a numerical computer model to simulate the ther­
mal processing of canned foods, that would simultaneously predict the 
lethal effect of a heat process on bacteria and its destructive effect 
on thiamine. Teixeira (1975) used this model to simulate the thermal 
processing of a canned food product in order to predict the effects on 
the level of thiamine retention produced by various surface temperature
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policies of equal sterilizing value. He concluded that variations 
in container geometry which permit a more rapid heating of the product 
can be very effective in achieving a significant improvement in the 
nutritional value of thermally processed foods. These considerations 
support further development in the use of flexible packaging in thermal 
processing.
-• Jen et al. (1971) modified the original Stumbo method to obtain 
one that would apply equally well to both thiamine and bacterial inac­
tivation, or to the inactivation of any other thermally vulnerable 
factor exhibiting first order kinetics. In devising the method, a 
new equation was derived for integrating heat effects throughout the 
food in the container during heating and cooling. In order to im­
plement this method, it was necessary to extend f^/U:g relationship 
tables for Z values in the higher range. The new tables cover Z values 
(for every other Z value) from Z = 8 to Z = 80.
The results obtained with this manual method compare favorably 
with results obtained by other more complicated methods for the same 
purpose, namely those of Ball and Olson (1957), Teixeira et al. (1969) 
and Hayakawa (1969).
The accuracy and validity of Stumbo*s modified mathematical method 
and computer model of Teixeira et al. (1969) were studied by Teixeira 
et al. (1975). The experimental evidence obtained showed agreement 
with the calculated values, in all cases, well within the i6% expected 
error, and confirms the validity of both the computer model developed 
by Teixeira et al. (1969) and Stumbo's method as modified by Jen et al. 
(1971). A similar confirmatory comparison was reported by Jen et al. 
(1971) which Included the assay determinations reported by Hayakawa (1969)
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and predictions of percent thiamine retention by the methods of Ball 
and Olson (1957), Hayakawa (1969), Teixeira et al. (1969) and Jen 
et al. (1971).
Lenz and Lund (1977-a) developed the lethality-Fourier number 
method for calculating the center point sterilizing value of a thermal 
process applied to conduction-heating foods by combining first order 
destruction kinetics with the Arrhenius equation and dimensionalizing 
this equation.
The lethality-Fourier number method was extended by the same 
authors, Lenz and Lund (1977-b, 1977), so that mass-average retention 
of heat-labile quality factors (e.g., color and nutrients) could be 
calculated for conduction heating foods. The method was evaluated by 
comparing predicted mass-average retention of thiamine and chlorophyll 
in food purees to those obtained experimentally.
The method was also compared to several other methods which have 
been developed for calculating mass-average retention of heat-labile 
components with results at least as accurate as other available techniques. 
Lenz and Lund (1977-b) also investigated the effect of biological vari­
ability in destruction rates of microorganisms and quality factors and 
in thermal diffusivity on accuracy of thermal process calculations.
Another theoretical model for the prediction of the loss of nutrients 
during thermal processing was developed by Barreiro et al. (1977). This 
model was developed by solving, analytically the heat conduction equation 
for a finite cylinder under non-stationary conditions. This model has 
the advantage that it may be applied without the restriction related to 
the final temperature of cooling of Teixeira1s model in which the f^/Urg 
values were calculated for fixed values of the temperature of the cooling
water and the final temperature of the product.
Barreirc et al. (1978) utilized the model they developed in 
order to optimize the thermal processing which will result in the 
maximization of nutrient retention.
The model developed by Barreiro et al. (1977) was adapted by 
Herrera (1978) for the prediction of the loss of nutrients in rec­
tangular cans with results within 90% confidence intervals of the 
experimental values.
Several other models have been developed for the prediction of 
the stability of different nutrients in foods. These models take 
into consideration several factors which could affect the rate of 
degradation including time, temperature, moisture content, humidity, 
oxygen content and pH. These models are well documented in the liter­
ature (Wanninger, 1972; Jokinen and Reineccius, 1976; Wolf and Thompson, 
1977; Saguy et al., 1978; Laing et al, 1978).
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
1. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL
A theoretical model for the prediction of the degradation of 
nutrients which follow first order kinetics degradation in foods heated 
by conduction in retortable pouches is developed in this chapter.
In order to obtain the model, the retortable pouch is approximated 
to a rectangular parallelepiped which permits the application of the 
heat conduction equation (Carslow and Jaeger, 1959; Kreith, 1973) for the 
prediction of the temperature at any point of the container as a function 
of time under non-stationary conditions.
This equation is solved analytically in rectangular coordinates for 
both- the heating and the cooling periods of thermal processing. The 
two equations obtained are included in the equation describing first 
order kinetics (Daniels, 1970).
In order to include these temperatures into the equation, the reac­
tion velocity constant, k, is substituted by the natural logarithm of 10 
over D (Daniels, 1970), in which D is the time required to destroy 90% 
of the nutrient at a temperature, Ti(x,y,z).
After the proper substitutions are made, the differential equation 
obtained is integrated between the initial concentration of the nutrient 
and the remaining fraction of nutrients at any point of the container of 
coordinates x, y and z at the end of the processing period. The result 
of this integration gives the fraction of nutrient retained at one point
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of the container of coordinates x, y and z at the end of processing.
Finally, the function obtained is averaged for the complete volume 
of the pouch about its rectangular dimensions to obtain the average 
fraction of nutrient retained at all points of the pouch.
Limitations
The following limitations or assumptions should be taken into con­
sideration for the development of the model:
1. Heat is transfered by conduction in the product inside the pouch,
and the thermal diffusivity of the product is constant during the
heating and cooling periods.
2. The product is packed in retortable pouches whose dimensions are
approximated to a rectangular parallelepiped of dimensions a, b 
and c.
3. Heat is transferred through all sides of the pouch.
4. The heat resistances of the three-ply components of the pouch are
negligible compared to the thermal resistance of the product.
5. The surface temperature of the product is constant and equal to
the temperature of the heating medium.
6. The initial temperature of the product, TQ , and the initial concen­
tration of the nutrient in the food, CQ , are constant and uniform
throughout the product.
7. The temperature at the beginning of the cooling period is the same
as the temperature at the end of the heating period which is dis­
tributed as a function, f(x,y,z).
8. The degradation of the nutrient follows first order kinetics, and
the reaction velocity constant, k, follows the Arrhenius equation.
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9. The nutrient degradation during the lag occurring at the beginning 
of the heating and cooling periods is negligible.
Temperature Prediction During the Heating Period
The temperature at any point of the rectangular pouch for a time, t, 
less than or equal to the total heating time (t <  fht) is obtained by 
solving the heat conduction equation proposed by Fourier (Charm, 1978;
Heldman, 1977) for the temperature distribution in a rectangular parallepiped:
3  2t + 3  2t + 3  2t . _i_ a t
a  y2 0  7,1 (3)
Where
T = temperature 
t = time 
^  = thermal diffusivity 
Prediction of T]_(x) during the Heating Period:
3 2Tl = 1 3 T j
a  X2 oc a t
Initial condition
TxCx.O) = f(x) = 1 
Boundary condition
3 T i Ti(:•*) ■
x = 0 
x = a
Tx(x,t) = X(x)0(t)
3  ?1 = x ’(x)0(t)
3 x
= T1 (0,t)h = T ^ a . O h
3 2Tl = X ” (x)0(t) ; 3 T1 = X(x)0'(t)
a ” *? a t
x ” (x)9(t) = i x(x)e»(t)
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Divide both sides by X(x)0(t)
X "
X
s -A-_eL - - X 2
<  B
1 0’ 
°C 0
8 - X 2
0' +oc\2e 8 0
0(0 8 Ae^^^t , A = constant
X ”
X
= -A2
X ”  + A 2x = 0
X(x) s Lc o s A x  + MsinAx
T-^x.t) a (Lc o s A x  + MsinAxjAe” 0**^
A = LA ; B = MA
T^X.t) = (Ac o s A x  = BsinAx)e“ *C’,/^ ,2t
Tx (0,t) = Ae"oCA2t b 0
A = 0
T^(a,t) = (Bsin a)e~ = o
B 1 0
To satisfy this condition, sinA a must be zero or
A. = —E2ir where n = 1,2,3... 
a
Therefore, there exists a different solution for each integer n and 
each solution has a separate integration constant Bn «
Summing these solutions,
l^(x,t) = ^  Bns*n xe“*'(r^2t
n&o
T^(x,0) = Bnsin niT x « f (x)
1110
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Multiplying both sides by sin mTf x and integrating from 0 to a,
a
fa
sin
/
mIT x \  ®ns*n
4 r
xdx =
a
/ 0
f (x) sin mTf xdx 
a
The left hand term may be represented by an orthogonal function as 
follows:
sinmxsinnxdx = 0 ; m ^ n ; m , n  = 0 ,±1 ,±2,...
0
fa
sinmxsinnxdx ^ 0 ; ra = n ; m,n = 0,il,i2,...
0
fa fa
sin mx B^sin ff x + I^sin 2rfx + ... + Bn nff x dx = f (x)sin mTf xdx 
a
/0
when m ^ n, the left hand term equals 0; when m = n 
fa
Bnsin ntfx sin n»T xdx = } f (x) sin n7T xdx
fa
Bnsin^  nlf xdx 
a
Bn 1 s in  riif xdx
f (x) sin nTf xdx 
a
fa
f (x) sin nTf xdx 
a
/O
fa
f(x) sin nTf xdx 
a
fa
sin nTf xdx 
a
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T^x.t)
z■n; o
(x) sin nif xdx 
0_________ a
/a
\ sin^ nff* xdx 
JO a
sin nfl' xe 
a
sin nff* xdx = 
fO a
dx - I cosz ntr xdx 
'0 JO a
= X
a
1 x + 1 sin nTf x cos nTf x
- 0 2 a a
= a - a + 2a sin nit cos nTf 
2 n
= a + 2a sin n ST cos n Tf = a 
2 nrr 2
(x,t)
For f(x) = 1
V)SO
r\ f(x) sin nTT xdx
fO___________ a______  sin nTT xe
a/2 a
n=o
f (x) sin ntf xdx 
10 a
sin n/i^  xe
(a] sin ntf 
/0 a
xdx = -  a cos nTfx
' a nTT a
 a cos nff +  a =  a (1 - cos nTT)
nlT nir “ ^r
* 2a for n odd 
nir
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<  CxgL'ft
T^Cxjt) = 2 \  2a sin nTf xe" '
a /  nff a
nsc
r1 (x, t) = 4 \  "4" *''rrsin nTT xe (4)
nif
vi to
From this equation, we may deduce an equation for T^Cx^z.t) for a 
rectangular parallelepiped of dimensions a,b,c
OO oo pp
T^(x,y,z,t) = 4 4 4 / / # s*n x s*n -JSiT y s*n Pff z
nTT mlT pH" nu>^:0yt0 a b c
-Z&r +  J t
c>o
Ti(x,y,z,t) = 64 / / / s*n n7  ^x s*n m ^  Y s^n _EiLz
nmpirS Z  Z  /_  a b c
A»o *n«o -o
OC f^ LIL , -V- 4 L ^ 2 ) t
e“ l c 57^  L (5)
Where n, m, p are odd numbers for x, y and z respectively in the intervals
0 ^ x < a ,  0 < y < b ,  0 < z < c .
This equation is governed by the following initial and boundary conditions: 
T1(x,y,z,0) « 1 (6)
T ^ ( a » y » z , t )  = T1 (0,y,z,t) = 0 (7)
Tx (x,b,z,t) = TjCx.O.Zjt) = 0  (8)
Ti(x,y,c,t) = Tx(x,y,0,t) = 0 (9)
Condition (6) establishes that the initial temperature is constant, 
and conditions (7), (8) and (9), that the temperature at the surface of 
the product is constant.
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A change of variable of the following order is necessary in order 
to obtain the true temperature at any point of the container as a function 
of time, t:
Tj(x,y,z,t)R - T1 (x,y,z,t)(T0-Th) + Th (10)
where T^(x,y,z,t)R = true temperature at any point of the container as
a function of time, t, during the heating period.
T^(x,y,z,t) = temperature obtained from equation (5)
Tq = initial temperature of the product
= temperature of the heating medium.
From equation (10), we may calculate the true initial and boundary 
conditions:
T1 (x,y,z,t)R = TQ when T^x.y.ZjO) = 1 (11)
^(a.y.z.tjR = T1(0,y,z,t)R - Th when T^a.y.z.t) = ^(O.y.z.t)
" 0 (12)
T-^x.b.z.t^ » T1(x,0,"z,t)R « Th when Ti(x,b,z,t) = ^(x.O.z.t)
= 0 (13)
T ^ x . y . c , ^  = Tx (x,y,0,t)R = Th when T-^x.y.c.t) = Ti(x,y,0,t)
= 0 (14)
Temperature Prediction During the Cooling Period
The temperature at any pcint in the rectangular pouch for a time, 
t, greater than the total heating time (tT’fht) is obtained by solving 
the heat conduction equation as it was done for the prediction of the 
temperature during the heating period.
Prediction of T2(x) during the cooling period:
t ■ 0
T2 (x ,0) « T2(x.fht) - f(x)
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fht = final heating time
T2(x,fht) ■ _4_ V"* sin _nfT xe" *  ^  ^
nTf Z _ j  a
n:o
We had calculated before that
T(x,t) =
T2(x,t) *= 2_
a
r v  - < 5 r ) V *  'N1 ( 4 \  sin n/T xe ' sin nfr xdx 1
y o  Vnir Z _  a a /
nso \  «=o '
*  C w ‘t
Let’s evaluate
sin n/Tx 
a
a
4 \ sin mi xe sin nflf xdx 
a
«:0
4
nff
\  sin nTr xe”*'-v* a ^ n u sin n*?T xdx 
/  a a
/0 «:0
Dividing and multiplying by e
2 f. s in  niT xe” *4 ^ 1^
4
nTv
ia  « ■ n ■ O X U  M A C
0 4 e- * c V .
sin ntf xe dx
Representing the numerator by an orthogonal function for m = n, we get
4
nit
s in 2 nTT x e ^ S w  ^ d x
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4 e v 61 / V sin nTT xdx
ntr 7o)
4 e“ ^ a = 2a e
nfl" 2 nO'
T2 (x,t) = 2 2a e ^ ^ T c O  ^ t i n  nTi x e " ^ ^ )  ^
a £   ri'Tf a
hso
f=- « ( ^ ) W
To(x,t) = 4 \  e sin nTT xe~
nff /  a (15)
MiO
From this equation we may duduct an equation for the prediction of the 
temperature, T(x,y,z,t) during the cooling time for a rectangular paral- 
lelepipid of dimensions a,b,c ^  % •»..
-s. ~  +  j n i  +  i H L  a t
I2(x,y,z,t) - _4___4___4_ b'
nTT mTT p tr Z  Z____ Z_
^-O W m o  fs°
•c (sin nTTx sin mfTy sin pTTz e“ v*_ «. *» c  =
a b c
r ~  K  ( 3 ^ -  +
T2 (x,y,z,t) = 64 \ \ \ e” sin n*fr~x
n m p ^  a
nso iviao pat?
sin mrry sin pTTz e (16)
b c
Where n,m,p are odd numbers for x,y, and z, respectively, in the intervals
0^.x<a, 0 < y < b ,  0 < z < c .
This equation is governed by the following initial and boundary conditions:
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T2 (x,y,z,0) - f(x,y,z) (17)
T2 (0,y,z,t) » T2(0,y,z,t) ■ 0 (18)
T2 (x,b,z,t) ■ T2(x,0,z,t) ® 0 (19)
T2(x,y,c,t) « T2 (x,y,0,t) = 0 (20)
Since the distribution of the temperature is not uniform at the 
end of the heating period, the initial distribution of the temperature 
during the cooling period is given by equation (5), where-1 = fht, 
which is a function f(x,y,z).
A change of variable of the following order is necessary in order 
to obtain the true temperature at any point of the container during the 
cooling period:
T2 (x,y,z,t)R = T2(x,y,z,t) + TCW (21)
Where T2(x,y,z,t)R = true temperature at any point of the container
as a function of time, t, during the cooling
period.
T2(x,y,z, t ) = temperature obtained from equation (16)
TCW = average temperature of the cooling water.
Prediction of Nutrient Retention at any Point of the Container
In the case of nutrients, enzymes, colors and microorganisms whose
thermal destruction follow first order kinetics, the following reaction
must hold (Daniels, 1970; Stevens, 1971):
- dC(x,y,z,t) = kC(x,y,z,t)
dt (22)
Where k = reaction velocity constant which is a function of
T^x.y.z.t).
C(x,y,z,t) = nutrient concentration at any point of the pouch at 
any time, t.
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T^x.y.Zjt) ** temperature at any point of the pouch at any time, t.
- dC(x,y,z,t) = kdt 
C(x,y,z,t)
As it has been demonstrated by (Daniels, 1970)
k - 2.303 = In 10
D D
Where D = time required to destroy 90% of the nutrient at a tem­
perature, T^(x,y,z,t).
T^(x,y,z,t) = temperature at any point of the container at any time3<$>
^  = total processing time (heating and cooling).
According to Stumbo (1973) and for a reaction velocity constant which 
follows the Arrhenius equation:
log D = 250 - Tj(x,y,z,t)
D0 ZQ (23)
D = D0 10
250 - Th (x,y,z,t)
Zo
(24)
Where D0 = time required to destroy 90% of the nutrient at a 
temperature of 250°F.
ZQ = Number of Degrees Fahrenheit required for the thermal 
destruction curve to traverse one log cycle. 
Mathematically, equal to the reciprocal of the slope 
of the thermal destruction curve.
So,
k = In 10
250 - Tj(x,y,z,t)1
D0 10
Substituting for k
- dC(x,y,z,t) *= _________ In 10____________ dt
C(x,y,z,t) f 250 - h  (x.y.z.t)*!L zo J
D0 10
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Which Is the same as:
T-t(x,y,z,t) - 250 
Zc
dC(x,y,z,t) = - In 10 e In 10 dt
C(x,y,z,t) D0
C 0
(25)
Integrating between C0 and C(x,y,z,t), and between 0 and ^  
/ C (x,y,z,t) I / T-t (x,v.z,t) - 25(A
dC(x,y,z,t) = - In 10 | e
C(x,y,z,t) Dn
In 10 dt
Where CQ = initial concentration of the nutrient.constant.
In C(x,y,z,t) = - In 10
  ,
f (Ti(x>y>ztt) ~ 250 )
In 10 dt
C(x,y,z,t) = exp 
C„
- In 10
/
( j
exp ( Th(x,y,z,t) - 250 )ln 10 dt
Zo /
0 (26)
Where C(x,y,z,t) = remaining fraction of nutrient at any point of the 
^o
pouch of coordinates (x,y,z) at a time,<)>.
This equation calculates the fraction of the nutrient remaining in 
one point of the pouch of coordinates (x,y,z) at the end of processing 
(heating and cooling).
Development of the Equation for the Prediction of Nutrient Retention 
after Thermal Processing
In order to calculate the quantity of nutrient retained at any point 
of the container at any time of processing, we plugged equations (5) 
and (16) into equation (26).
At the end of the heating period (t = fht), the concentration of the 
nutrient in each point of the container, C(x,y,z,t) will vary due to the
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decreasing concentration gradient from the center to the walls of the 
container. The nutrient concentration at each point of the container 
at the end of the heating period will be equal to the initial concen­
tration of the nutrient at the end of the cooling period.
In order to calculate C(x,y,z,fht) we make *= fht and substitute 
Ti(x,y,z,t) for T-£(x,y,z,t) in the previous equation. C(x,y,z,fht) gives 
the concentration at the end of the heating period*
(fht
C(x,y,z,fht) = exp - In 10
For the cooling period:
exp f Ti(x.y,ztt) - 250] In 10 dt
o I V Z° '
' (27)
•]
CCx.y.z.d) - fht) = exp
Co
- In 10
ty-fht
<=
exp ( T9(x»y,z,t) - 250) In 10 dt
(28)
■]
For the heating and cooling period:
C(x,y,z,t) = exp
Co
exp
- In 10
fht
0
r^ -fht
-In 10
:p ^ Ti (x,y ,z»t) - 250^ In 10 dt j  
exp ( T2(x,y,z,t) - 250 ] In 10 dt\ Zo ) J
Where ^  - fht = total cooling time.
Equation (29) gives the fraction of nutrient which is not degraded 
at one point of the container of coordinates (x,y,z) at the end of 
processing.
Taking an average of the fraction of nutrient remaining in the 
pouch after a total processing time, :
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_C_
Cr
_C_
C,
C(x,y,z,t) dx dy dz
(30)
1
abc
exp
/a
0 JO
exp
ffht
- In 10 exp ( Tt(x,y,z,t) - 250 } In 10 dt|j
fa-fht
- In 10
(
exp [ T?(x,y,z,t) - 250 )ln 10 dtl dx dy dz^l j
0 (31)
Equation (31) represents the model for the prediction of nutrient 
retention in foods packed in retortable pouches of rectangular shape, 
after being sterilized by thermal conduction. This equation may also 
be applicable for the prediction of the retention of some colors, enzymes 
and other compounds which degrade in accordance with first order kinetics.
A computer program was developed in order to solve equation (31).
This program is shown in Appendix A.
2. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL 
After the development of the model, a set of experiments was con­
ducted in order to verify its validity. The experiments were conducted 
on a simulated food in which thiamine was included as one of its com­
ponents with the purpose of determining its destruction after thermal 
processing.
Thiamine was selected because it is thermolabile and its degrada­
tion follows first order kinetics. This degradation was studied by 
Feliciotti and Esselen (1957) over the temperature range of 228°F to 
300°F and over the pH range of 4.5 to 7.0. They established that the 
most pronounced changes occur at a pH between 6.0 and 6.5. A pH of
6.0 was selected throughout the experiments for this particular reason 
and because the kinetic parameters D0 and Z0 have been calculated by 
Barreiro £t al. (1976) who corrected the values obtained by Mulley 
et d .  (1975). The values obtained were: Do = 157.2 min and Zo = 45°F.
The simulated food, containing the vitamin, was packaged in a 
retortable pouch and processed in a still retort. Subsequently the 
quantity of vitamin before and after processing was determined in 
order to obtain the fraction of the nutrient retained after the steri­
lization period.
Simulated Food
The simulated food was prepared by mixing c o m  starch, carboxy- 
methylcellulose and thiamine in a pH 6.0 buffer solution of potassium 
phosphate, monobasic, at 0.1N and sodium hydroxide at 0.1N. This 
mixture had a solid pasty appearance and was heated by conduction as 
the model requires.
The following procedure was accomplished for the formulation of the 
simulated food:
1. The pH 6.0 buffer was prepared by mixing 5.6 ml of 0.1N sodium
hydroxide for each 50 ml of 0.1N potassium phosphate, monobasic.
2. The buffer solution was placed in a Waring blender and the carboxy-
methylcellulose (supplied by Hercules, Inc.), at a proportion of 
1.75%, was added very slowly while stirring constantly.
3. The c o m  starch (U S P grade) was dissolved in a small quantity of
buffer and then added to the mixture. Enough starch was added in 
order to get a 6% proportion in the final mixture.
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4. After a homogeneous mixture was obtained, the vitamin was added at 
a proportion of 10 mg per 100 g of mixture.
5. The mixture was homogenized again for uniform distribution of the 
vitamin throughout the mixture and immediately heated on a stove 
until it reached the boiling point (197.6°F) with the purpose of 
gelatinizing the starch.
6. The mixture was packaged into the retortable pouches, sealed and 
placed into a refrigerator where they were maintained until proces­
sing (about 24 hours).
The thermal diffusivity of this mixture was determined by Herrera 
(1975) utilizing the formula developed by Olson and Jackson (1942) for 
cylindrical containers. The value obtained was 0.01576 in^/min.
Retortable Pouches
The retortable pouches used to conduct the experiments were supplied 
by Continental Flexible Packaging, a division of Continental Can Company, 
U.S.A. According to the manufacturer, these pouches are produced from 
a lamination of polyester, aluminum foil, and a polyolefin blend. In 
this particular case, a lamination of 48 polyester, 70-gauge aluminum 
foil and 300 polypropylene was used.
rm i
The "Pantry Pack ", as these pouches are called by the manufacturer, 
has been fully approved by the Food and Drug Administration and the 
United States Department of Agriculture. The current FDA approval limits 
the maximum temperature at which these pouches may be processed at 
250°F, although they resist higher temperatures, i.e. 270°F.
The size of the pouches utilized in the experiments was 5 1/2" x 7" 
with a capacity of 9 ounces and 4 3/4" x 7 1/4" with a capacity of
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6 ounces. The thickness of the pouches was measured in the center of 
the pouch after they were filled and sealed. In the case of the 5 1/2” 
x 7" pouch, filled with 9 ounces of the simulated food, the thickness 
at the geometrical center of the pouch was 0.819” and that of the 
4 3/4” x 7 1/4” pouch was 0.709”.
A correction was made to these dimensions in which the seals 
forming the edges of the pouch were substracted from the above men­
tioned dimensions. The new dimensions obtained were 4.791” x 6.252” 
x 0.819” for the 5 1/2” x 7” pouch and 3.976" x 6.437" x 0.709" for the 
4 3/4" x 7 1/4” pouch. The corrected values were used for the computer 
solution of the model.
Thermal Processing
After the simulated food was packaged into the pouches and cooled 
overnight in a refrigerator, the samples were thermally processed in 
a vertical still retort ("Dixie", model RDSW-3). Besides the automatic 
pressure control, this model is capable of supplying an overriding air 
pressure to the chamber whenever an additional pressure is needed during 
processing in order to prevent rises in the pressure inside the container 
caused by temperature changes during sterilization.
The retort procedure used for the thermal processing of the pouches 
is described as follows:
1. The retort was loaded, closed and the vents opened.
2. The steam was turned on.
3. When the retort reached the desired temperature the process timing 
started.
4. At the end o£ the process time, the vents were closed, air at a 
pressure of 17 psig was admitted into the retort, the steam valve 
was closed and the cooling water was admitted from the bottom.
5. The pressure was released and the process terminated when the 
temperature in the center of the pouch decreased to 100°F.
The pouches were removed quickly from the retort and placed in
a water and ice mixture to avoid further destruction of the vitamin, 
then they were placed in a refrigerator overnight prior to the vitamin 
analysis. Several of the pouched samples of simulated food were not 
processed, instead they were kept in refrigeration until the analysis 
of the vitamin. These samples served as control in order to determine 
the initial quantity of thiamine present in the food.
Heat Penetration Studies
The heating characteristics of a food product in a package are 
developed from time-temperature data measured by a thermocouple located 
at the point of slowest heating which is usually the geometric center 
of the container.
The heat penetration studies were performed following the procedure 
detailed by Alstrand and Ecklund (1952). The package gland unit was 
installed at the midpoint on one of the sides of the pouch and a copper- 
constantan thermocouple (Ellab, model TG 67) was threaded through the 
unit.
The time-temperature relationships at the center of the pouch, as 
well as the temperature and time of heating, the temperature and time 
of cooling and the total processing time were recorded by means of a
time-temperature recorder (Leeds and Northrup, Speedomax model).
Experimental Design
For the purpose of verifying the validity of the model, four 
different experiments were conducted in order to obtain the vitamin 
retained after processing. The four experiments were organized uti­
lizing different combinations of time, temperatures and size of pouches, 
as detailed in Table 1. The processing times and temperatures were 
chosen arbitrarily, according to the sterilization procedures that are 
ordinarily used for retortable pouches.
TABLE 1 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
EXPERIMENT SIZE
(in.)
PROCESSING 
TEMP. (°F)
PROCESSING 
TIME (min.)
1 5 1/2x7 246.7 27.5
2 5 1/2x7 240.0 57.0
3 5 1/2x7 248.5 46.9
4 4 3/4 x 
7 1/4
238.5 69.4
A total of five pouches were used for each experiment. One of the 
five pouches was saved in the refrigerator as control and was not 
processed. The remaining four pouches were processed according to 
the time-temperature combination of the particular experiment. One of 
the four processed pouches was used for the heat penetration study and 
discarded at the end of the processing period.
After processing, the thiamine content of the samples was deter­
mined to obtain the fraction of the vitamin retained after processing.
The analysis of the vitamin in the control sample was conducted 
on four replicates obtained after three aliquotes were taken from the 
sample. A similar procedure was used for the processed samples in 
which four replicates were analyzed for each of.the three samples.
This made a total of twelve determinations for the control and twelve,, 
determinations for the processed samples.
Vitamin Analysis
The quantities of vitamin present in the simulated food before 
and after processing were determined by the method recommended by the 
A.O.A.C. (1975).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mathematical model proposed in this investigation was eval- 
ulated experimentally in order to verify its validity.
The experiments were conducted by determining the fraction of 
thiamine retained in a simulated food, packaged in a retortable pouch 
and processed thermally in a still retort.
During the thermal processing of the pouches, the heat penetration 
curves were recorded to obtain the processing variables necessary as 
inputs to the computer for solving the equation and also for the pre­
diction of the fraction of vitamin retained in each particular run. The 
different processing variables used"in the different experiments are 
detailed in Table 2. These particular temperatures and times of proces­
sing were selected according to the common procedures for the steri­
lization of retortable pouches.
Temperature Prediction at the Center of the- Pouch
It has been shown that the fraction of the nutrient retained is 
dependent on the processing temperature of the food (Mulley est al., 
1975). Consequently, the model predicts the temperatures at any point 
of the container during the heating and cooling periods, prior to the 
prediction of the fraction of nutrient retained after processing.
The heat penetration curves were obtained at the center of the 
pouch, since this is the point of slowest heating of the container
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TABLE 2
PROCESSING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTS
EXPERIMENT INITIAL
TEMPERATURE
(°F)
PROCESSING
TEMPERATURE
(°F)
TEMPERATURE 
OF COOLING 
WATER (°F)
HEATING TIME 
(min.)
COOLING 
TIME 
(min.)
1 60 246.0 90 16.5 11.0
2 60 240.0 90 39.0 18.0
3 60 248.5 85 28.3 18.6
4 78 238.5 90 60.4 9.0
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and the temperature at this particular point is used for the calcula­
tion of the processing times during commercial sterilization of food 
products.
The experimental temperatures obtained at the end of the heating 
and cooling periods are compared to the model predictions in Tables 
3 and 4. These tables show the percent deviation between the predicted 
and experimental temperatures at the end of the heating and cooling 
periods for each experiment.
The percent deviations of the predicted and experimental tempera­
tures at the end of the heating period ranged from 0.0 to 1.3% which 
demonstrates that the model is reliable in making the predictions. The 
percent deviations at the end of the cooling period were higher, ranging 
from 2 to 16.0%.
It may be observed from the data that the predicted values for the 
temperatures at the center of the container at the end of the heating 
and cooling periods are not significantly different than those obtained 
experimentally. The higher percent deviations at the end of the cooling 
period could be due to the assumption of a very high heat transfer 
coefficient at the surface of the pouch during the cooling period. The 
heat transfer coefficient, in this case, may be affected by the admission 
of air into the retort to raise the degree of pressurization. If too 
much air is admitted into the retort, the heat transfer to the contents 
may deteriorate. Also, if this pressure is released too fast, the air 
trapped inside the pouch expands, deforming it and making it lose its 
rectangular parallelepiped form.
It may be concluded from these results that the values predicted
by the model and those obtained experimentally compare favorably thus 
showing the validity of the model for this type of prediction.
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•- TABLE 3 
PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL 
TEMPERATURES AT THE END OF THE HEATING PERIOD
EXPERIMENT PROCESSING
TEMPERATURE
(°F)
HEATING 
TIME 
(min.)
TEMPERATURE 
OF THE 
Predicted
IN THE CENTER 
POUCH (°F) 
Experimental
%
DEV.
1 246.0 16.5 241.1 238.0 1.30
2 240.0 39.0 240.0 239.8 0.08
3 248.5 28.3 248.2 247.0 0.50
4 238.5 60.4 238.5 238.5 0.00
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TABLE 4 
PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL 
TEMPERATURES AT THE END OF THE COOLING PERIOD
EXPERIMENT PROCESSING
TEMPERATURE
(°F)
COOLING 
PERIOD 
(min.)
TEMPERATURE 
OF THE 
Predicted
IN THE CENTER 
POUCH (°F) 
Experimental
%
DEV.
1 246.0 11.0 103.6 100.0 3.6
2 240.0 18.0 92.8 91.0 2.0
3 248.5 18.6 87.7 95.0 7.7
4 238.5 9.0 106.7 91.0 16.0
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Prediction of Nutrient Retention
Table 5 presents a comparison between the predicted and experi­
mental average fractions of thiamine retained after the thermal proces­
sing of the simulated food. This table also shows the intervals which 
contain the true mean fraction of vitamin retained at the end of 
processing with 90% confidence. These intervals were calculated by 
the statistical analysis of the results obtained from the experimental 
determination of the vitamin before and after thermal processing. The 
"t" distribution was used for the statistical evaluations.
The percent deviations of the average fraction of thiamine pre­
dicted by the model with respect to those obtained experimentally 
were 5.4% for the first experiment, 3.9% for the second, 3.9% for the 
third and 1.9% for the fourth. These percent deviations show that the 
vitamin fractions predicted by the model are not significantly different 
than those obtained experimentally.
The vitamin fractions predicted by the model were within the 90% 
confidence intervals obtained by statistical analysis of the experi­
mental fractions from each determination. These results lead to the 
conclusion that the model is valid for the prediction of the retention '- 
of nutrients in foods packaged in retortable pouches and sterilized by 
thermal conduction which degrade according to first order kinetics.
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TABLE 5
PREDICTED AND EXPERIMENTAL FRACTIONS OF THIAMINE RETAINED 
AFTER THERMAL PROCESSING
EXPERIMENT SIZE OF 
THE POUCH 
(in.)
PROCESSING
TEMPERATURE
(°F)
TOTAL 
PROCESSING 
TIME (min.)
FRACTION OF 
THIAMINE RETAINED 
Predicted Experimental
90% CONFIDENCE 
INTERVALS OF 
THE AVERAGE 
EXPERIMENTAL 
VALUES
1 5 1 / 2 x 7 246.0 27.5 0.878 0.929 +0.054
2 5 1/2 x 7 240.0 57.0 0.747 0.719 +0.039
3 5 1 / 2 x 7 248.5 46.9 0.737 0.767 +0.044
4 4 3/4 x 
7 1/4
238.5 69.4 0.631 0.619 +0.018
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this investigation was to develop a mathematical 
model which can predict the retention of nutrients in goods packaged 
in retortable pouches and sterilized by thermal conduction.
The model was obtained by approximating the retortable pouch to 
a rectangular parallelepiped in order to apply the heat conduction 
equation for the prediction of the temperature at any point of the con­
tainer- as a function of time. This equation was solved analytically 
in rectangular coordinates for both, the heating and cooling periods 
of thermal processing. These equations were further included in the 
equation describing first order kinetics type of degradation to obtain 
the quantity of nutrient retained at any point of the container at any 
time of processing. This function was averaged for the complete volume 
of the pouch to obtain the average fraction of nutrient retained at all 
points inside the pouch.
With the purpose of solving the equation, a computer program 
(Appendix A) was developed. The processing variables were used as 
inputs to the program before it was fed into the computer for the 
solution of the equation.
The validity of the model was verified experimentally in a simu­
lated food. This food was formulated by mixing corn starch, carboxy- 
methylcellulose and thiamine in a pH 6.0 buffer solution of 0.1N 
potassium phosphate, monobasic, and sodium hydroxide at 0.1N. The mix-
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ture was packaged in retortable pouches, cooled and processed in a 
still retort.
Four determinations were conducted and the vitamin content of 
the samples was determined in order to obtain the fraction of vita­
min retained after processing.
Heat penetration curves were recorded from the temperatures 
reached in the center of the pouch with the purpose of obtaining the 
temperatures in the center of the container at the end of the heating 
and cooling periods.
The percent deviations of the predicted temperatures with respect 
to the experimental temperatures at the end of the heating period ranged 
from 0.0 to 1.3%, and for the end of the cooling period, from 2 to 16.0%. 
It may be deducted from these results that the model is valid for this 
type of prediction.
The fraction of thiamine predicted at the end of the thermal process 
for each run were 0.878, 0.747, 0.737 and 0.619. These results compare 
favorably to the ones obtained experimentally. The percent deviations 
of the average fractions predicted by the model with respect to those 
obtained experimentally were 5.4, 3.9, 3.9 and 1.9%. The fractions of 
vitamin predicted by the model were within the 90% confidence intervals 
of the experimental fractions obtained in each run. These results show 
that the model is satisfactory for the prediction of nutrient reten­
tion in foods packaged in retortable pouches and sterilized by thermal 
conduction.
This model may be used also for the prediction of the degradation 
of some colors, enzymes and other compounds which degrade in accordance 
with first order kinetics.
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EXTEHHAL JUNE 
COMMON /POI/ NPC,NFE
COMMON /CONS/ PI, Pl*,.?I3,Ni;,Fi 1, KP, PA, PR, PC, PA2, PBL.PCI 
COMMON A,fi,C, XK,AA,XK0,T0,TV,TAF,TFC,1FE,TREF 
MAIN PROGRAM
PI = J.1415S26 
IN = 5 
100 = 6
NUTRIENT LOSS CUBING TH2HHAI PROCESSING OF FOODS PACKED 
III RETORTABLE POUCHES
TO = INITIAL TtrtEEr.ATUBE 01 THE PRODUCT (F)
TV = PROCESSING TEMFERATU3E (P)
TAf = AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE COOLINT. HATER (Tj 
VAL = VALUE OF THE TRIPLE INTEGRAL (C/CO)
T = PROCESSING TIHE (BIN)
AA = INVERSE OF THE SLOPE OP THE THERMAL DEATH CURVE 
XKO = DEC III AL REDUCTION TIME (TIHE)
XK = THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY (1N**2/MIK)
Ni = NO. OF POINTS FOB THE TRIPLE INTEGRAL 
7FC = FINAL hEATING IIME (MIN)
TF£. = FINAL COOLING TIME (MIN)
N PE = NO. OF POINTS FOE THE cOOLINo INTEGRAc 
NPC = NC. OF POINTS FOR THE HEATING INTEGRAL
C
IKEF = 25c.
READ (IN,3 00) hPE,NPC,N1,NN,HM, NP 
500 FORMAT (6110)
HEAD (IN, 5 10) A , D, C 
510 FORMAT (3P10.5)
PA = PI/A
pa = PI/B
PC = PI/C
PA2 = PA * PA
PH2 = PB • Pc
PC 2 = PC ♦ PC
P12 = PI * PI
tlJ = 6*./(PJL2 » PI)
aEAD (IN,520)XK,XKC,AA 
5^0 FORMAT(3F2G.10)
XKO = 2.3025E5/XKC 
AA = 0.43«29<4<J * AA 
READ(IN,530)7 0,IV,TAF,TFC,TFt 
530 FORMAT (5F 10.5)
VAL - 1.
TCEN = TEMC(A/2.,b/2.,C/2.,TFC)
WRITE (100,10c)
1 Jo F0RMAT(1H,,5X,'A', 11A,»B' ,11X,'C')
WRITE (100,10?) A,B, C 
107 FGR.1AT(1H,,1X,3(F11.5))
WRITE (100,101)
101 f ORMAT(5X ,'TO* , 15X, 'T V  , IbX , ' XK' , 15X, • V AL* ,1 IX, 'TFC' ,
112X,1TCEN’)
WRITE (IOG,100) TO,TV,XK,VAL,TFC,TCEN 
100 FOBNAT(1H,, n,6(F11.5,5X) )
WRITE(ICO,10j )
103 FORMAT (111,, 5/.,' TAF', 15X,'XK' , 14X, ' XKO' , 12X, • A A ' , 14X,• VAL' ,
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11*»X,»TFE» ,121,'TCEN')
CALL INHUL(FUN£,A,D,C,VAi.,::i)
TCEN = IE (A/a . , B/2.,C/2.*TPE)
AA = AA/0.43U29<<4 
XKO = 2.3025BS/XKO 
200 FOBHAT (10 (15 ,5X))
HB1TE (100,108) TAF,XK,XKO,AA,VAL,TFE,TCEN 
108 FOB H A T (1H*,1 1 , 7 (F 11.5,SX))
H H I T E (100,200)NPC,NFE,HI
STOP
LNI)
SUBROOTINB lbHUL(FUNE,A,B,C,VAL,NI)
DIHENSICN R (30)
SUN = 0.
ISEED = 123Uj 7 
N = 30
CALL GGUB (ISEED, N,B)
DO 1 1=1,HI 
U = A ♦ h(l)
V = B * B(1 ♦ 10)
W = B • H (1 ♦ 20)
sun = sun ♦ f u n e <u ,v ,h)
CONTINUE
VAL = SUM/FLOAT(NI)
BETUhN
END
FUNCTION TE (U , V , « ,'f If!)
TE = TEHPERATURE DURING COOLING (F)
COHilCI) /CONS/ PI,P12,P13,KN,KH,NP,PA,F0,PC,PA2,PE2,PC2 
COHHON A,B,C, XK,AA,XKG,T0,TV,1AF,TFC,TPE,TEEF 
cor.noN/Foi/ n p c,nfe 
INTEGER F
sun = o.
DO 1 N=1,NN,^
Nz = N * N 
DO 1 H= 1 , Nil 
M 2 - H * H 
DC 1 P= 1, NP, t.
* 1  = f * P
ZZZ = XK * (Kz * PA2 ♦ H2 * PB2 ♦ P2 • PC2)
AC = (EXP (-ZZ Z * TFC) * (TO-TV) ♦ (TV-TAF) )/FLOAT (N * H • P)
sun = sun ♦ ac * siN(N * pa * uj * s i n (h * pb * vj
1* SIN (P • PC ♦ U) ♦ EXP (-ZZZ * TIM)
CONTINUE
TE = PI3 * SUS ♦ TAF
RETURN
END
FUNCTION FUNE(U,V,U)
DIMENSION X (20) , Y (20) 
connoN/Foi/ n p c ,n p e
COMMON A,B,C, XK , A A ,XKO,TO,T V ,T A F ,T F C ,TFE,TREF 
BELT = 1./FLOAT(N P E - 1) * TFE
i  UNE CALCULATES TiiE GENERAL CONCENTRATION FOR THE COOLING TIME 
X(l) = 0.
THE IHTEGBAL'S 1NPERI0R LIHMIT ABOUT THE TIME = 0 
X(1) = EXF((TEMC(U,V,ii,TFC)—TKEPJ/AA)
THE TIME CORRESPONDS TO THE FINAL HEATING TIHE
DO 1 1=2,NPE
1(1) = X (1-1) ♦ DELT
Y (I) = EXP((TE(U,V,W,X (I) ) - TSEF) /A A)
CONTINUE
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Ft = AV1N1(X, Y,HP£,X ( 1) ,X (Ni'E))
FUNS = EXP(-XKO * FF) * FUUC (U,V,H,TrC)
BETUBN
END
FUNCTION IEHC(U,V,V,Tir,) 
common /pci/ nfc,npf
COMMON A,B, C,XK,AA,XKO,TO,TV,1AF,TFC,TFE,TREK 
COMMON /CONS/ PI,PI2, PI J, UN,N B, NP, PA, PB, PC, PA2,PB2,PC2
i n t e g e f; p
SUM = 0.
DO 1 B=1,NB , 2 
(12 = B •  fl 
DO 1 N=1,NN,2 
N2 = N • N 
DO 1 P=1,NP,2 
P2 = P * P
0 = EXP (-XK * (N2 ♦ PA2 ♦ M2 * PB2 ♦ P2 * PC2) * TIB)
SUB = SUB ♦ 1./FLOAT (N * fl • ?) * S1N(N»PA*U) * SIN(M*Pfl*V) 
1* SIN (P * PC » W) * C
c
C CALCULATES THE TEHTEHATUHE DUBING HEATING TIME (F)
C
1 CONTINUE
TEBC = (TO-TV) * PI3 * SUM ♦ TV
BETUBN
END
FUNCTION FUNC (U,V,»,TIM)
DIMENSION X(20),Y(20)
CCMBCN /tO1/ NPC,KF£
COMMON A,B,C, XK,AA,XKO,TO,TV,TAF,TFC,IFE,TBEF 
DELT = 1./FLOAT(NFC-1) • TIM
C FUNC CORRESPONDS TO ThE CONCENTBATICN DUBING HEATING
C INTEGBA1ES USING AVINT (FF)
C NPC CUHEESPONDS TO THE NC. OF POINTS TO CALCULATE AVINT
c
X(1) = 0.
X(1) = LXP( (TO-TREFJ/AA)
C 1J = INITIAL TEBFEKATUnE
DC 1 1=2,NPC 
X(l) = X(l-1) ♦ LELT
C X STOBES THE 1NTENVALS AND Y ThE OBDINATES
Y(I) = EXP((TEMC(U,V,*,X(I)) - TREF)/AA)
1 CONTINUE
FF = AV1N1(X,Y,HPC,X(1),X(NPC))
FUNC = EXP (-X KO * FF)
RETUBN
END
FUNCTION AVINT (X,Y,N,XLO,XUP)
Dimension x (z0), y (20)
A Vi NT = 0-
IF (IuO . EU. XUP) BETUBN 
C INTEGRATION OF EXPEBIMENTAL DATA
C P. J. DAVIS i tABJNCUITE
C THE DATA ABE PRESENTED IN ONE VECTOR
C THE X VALUES IN INCREASING OBDEB
SUM = 0.
SYL = XLO 
J = N
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ID = 2 
Du 1 1 = 1, N
IF (X (1) -XLO) 1,17,17
1 IB = ID ♦ 1 
17 DO 2 1=1,h
IF (XDP-X (J)) 2,18, IB
2 J = J-1 
IB J = J-1
DO 3 JM = ID,J 
XI = X (JM-1)
X2 = X (OHJ 
X3 = X (JM 4 1)
TERM1 = Y (JM-1)/((X1-X2) * (X 1-X3))
TERM2 = Y (JM)/< (X2-X1) * (X2-X3) )
TERN 3 = Y (JM* 1)/( (X3-X1) * (X3-X2))
A - TERM 1 ♦ TEBM2 ♦ TER M3
B = - (X2 ♦ X3) * TERM 1 - (X1 + X3) ♦ TERM2 - (X1+X2) • TER(13
C = X2 ♦ X3 ♦ TERM 1 + XI • X3 * 7EDK2 ♦ X1 * X2 * TERS3
IF (OM-IDJ 1U,M,14 
U CA = A 
CD = E 
CC = C 
GO TO 15 
1 a CA = 0.5 • (A ♦ CA)
CD = 0 . 5 » {I? ♦ C3)
CC = C.5 * (C 4 CC)
15 syu = x (JM)
SUM = SUM 4 CA * (S Y U * * 3 - SYL**3)/3. • CB » 0.5 » (SYU**2 - SY1**
12) 4 CC * (SYU - SYL)
CA = A 
CD = D 
CC = c 
J Si i. = SYU
AVINT = SUM 4 CA * (XUf**J - SYl**3)/3. 4 CP * 0.5 * (XUP**2 - SY1
1**2) * CC * (XUF - SYE)
RETURN
END
APPENDIX B 
LIST OF SYMBOLS
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
A: constant
a: dimensions of the container on the x axis
B: constant
b: dimension of the container on the y axis
C: nutrient concentration at a point of the container (mg/g)
CQ : initial concentration of the nutrient in the container, constant
(mg/g)
C: concentration of the nutrient in the container (mg/g)
c: dimension of the container on the z axis
D: time required at any temperature to destroy 90% of the nutrient
at Ti (min)
D0 : time required at any temperature to destroy 90% of the nutrient
at 250°F (min)
Ea : activation energy (BTU/mol)
Fq : the equivalent of all heat considered with respect to its capacity
to destroy nutrients at 250°F (min)
Fs : integrated lethal or degradative capacity of heat received by all
points in a container during process (min at 250°F)
f^: time required for the straight-line portion of the semi-log heating
or cooling curve to traverse one log cycle (min)
fct: final cooling time (min)
fht: final heating time (min)
g: difference between retort temperature and the maximum temperature
reached by the food at the point of concern (°F)
j : lag factor
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k: reaction velocity constant (min“l)
L: constant
M: constant
m: positive integer number
n: positive integer number
p: positive integer number
R: subscript which denotes real conditions
Rg: gas constant (BTU/mol °R)
T: temperature (°F)
Ta : absolute temperature (°R)
T^: temperature of the heating medium (°F)
T±: temperature at any point of the container (°F)
T0 : initial temperature of the mixture, constant (°F)
T]_: temperature at any point of the container during the heating
period (°F)
T£: temperature at any point of the container during the cooling
period (°F)
TCW: average temperature of the cooling water (°F)
t: time (min)
U: the equivalent of the lethal heat received by some designated
point in the container during process (min at retort temperature)
x: rectangular cartesian coordinate
y: rectangular cartesian coordinate
ZD : number of Fahrenheit degrees required for the thermal destruction
curve to traverse one log cycle (°F)
z: rectangular cartesian coordinate
Greek Letters 
•C: thermal diffusivity (in^/min)
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: total processing time period (min)
: non-dimensional parameter
©  : time function
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